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Abstract Digital home application market shifts just about every month. This means 1
risk for developers struggling to adapt their applications to several platforms and 2

marketplaces while changing how people experience and use their TVs, smartphones 3
and tablets. New ubiquitous and context-aware experiences through interactive 3D 4
applications on these devices engage users to interact with virtual applications with 5

complex 3D scenes. Interactive 3D applications are boosted by emerging standards 6
such as HTML5 and WebGL removing limitations, and transforming the Web into a 7

real application framework to tackle interoperability over the heterogeneous digital 8
home platforms. Developers can apply their knowledge of web-based solutions 9
to design digital home applications, removing learning curve barriers related to 10

platform-specific APIs. However, constraints to render complex 3D environments 11
are still present especially in home media devices. This paper provides a state-of- 12
the-art survey of current capabilities and limitations of the digital home devices 13
and describes a latency-driven system design based on hybrid remote and local 14
rendering architecture, enhancing the interactive experience of 3D graphics on these 15

thin devices. It supports interactive navigation of high complexity 3D scenes while 16

provides an interoperable solution that can be deployed over the wide digital home 17

device landscape. 18
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1 Introduction22

Users are becoming more accustomed to improved experiences that provide interac-23

tive 3D applications exploiting the technology in immersive environments. Thanks24
to the advent of low energy-consumption Graphic Processing Units, interactive 3D25

applications are currently running in most digital home devices. Connected TVs,26

smartphones and tablets are being fitted with graphic capabilities providing users27

an enhanced experience on top of interactive and 3D applications, and pushing28
the market to new advanced 3D applications with complex interactive virtual29

environments.30

The landscape of digital home devices has changed last years completely with the31

introduction of smartphones and tablets in the home network bringing secondary32

displays to foster customized media, together with the evolution of the TV to Smart33
Connected TV. Moreover, these kind of devices are running over application-based34

Operating Systems. Most popular are Android and iOS [22] for smartphones and35

tablets and different proprietary platforms (Samsung, Philips, etc.) for Smart TVs.36

However big companies such as Google or Apple offer a Connected TV solution37
which could nearly provide a full digital home approach through the different38

devices and their Operative System. Each solution facilitates a framework and an39

SDK (Software Developer Kit) to exploit native assets providing the hardware40

features of the devices: connectivity, motion and voice control, camera, GPS, graphic41

capabilities, etc. However, the deployment of the applications from one OS to the42
others implies major changes and specific adaptation. This platform heterogeneity at43

the OS level generates an important interoperability problem.44

The rapidly increasing use of theWeb as a software platform with truly interactive45

applications is boosted by emerging standards such as HTML51 and WebGL2 that46
are removing limitations, and transforming the Web into a real application platform47

middleware to tackle the interoperability problem. Following this trend, the new48

HbbTV3 standard for broadcasting environment interactivity is also based on a49

specific HTML browser.50

HTML5 provides devices the capability to run rich web applications accessing the51
entire device features on a web browser. It comes together with CSS4 and JavaScript52

which provides an appropriate framework for the content interactivity and universal53

access to different APIs. WebGL is the API oriented to 3D graphics in the HTML554

canvas element. It is easier to craft innovative user experiences using powerful55
HTML5 layout and WebGL rendering engines than current native IDEs.56

Digital home browsers are rapidly adopting HTML5 features on a tough race just57

after the desktop browsers. The standard has won a prominent place as a horizontal58

approach to reach interactive multimedia applications on home devices. HTML559

applications can be packed for the different execution environments providing an60
interoperable application with minor changes through different OSs. That is why61

HTML5 is being strongly promoted by the standardization bodies and a sector of62

1Html5 standard specification (May 2011) http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/
2Webgl website (Mar. 2011) http://www.khronos.org/webgl/
3HbbTV 1.5 specification (April 2012) http://www.hbbtv.org
4Cascading style sheets (css) standard specification (May 2011) http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS/
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the market to achieve a HTML5 marketplace instead of the different proprietary 63

ones, such as Android Market, iPhone App Store, Samsung Apps Market, Net TV 64

Apps, etc. 65
Digital home applications are changing how people experience and use these 66

devices. The incoming pioneer interactive 3D applications for mobiles are inciting 67

users to discover new ubiquitous and context-aware experiences through smart- 68
phones and tablets and show the feasibility to access this rich media apps through the 69
Smart TV. User requirements are involved in the mentioned tough race demanding 70

power efficient techniques together with advanced interactive virtual applications 71
with complex 3D scenes on digital home devices as they do on PCs. 72

The introduction of the canvas element into HTML5 enables 3D rendering on the 73

Web while WebGL technology brings hardware-accelerated 3D graphics to the Web 74
Browser without plug-ins turning HTML5 into the promising solution to cope with 75

such fragmented device market by universal developments for device-independent 76
applications and services. This paper provides a complete state-of-the-art of the 77

current browser capabilities of the digital home devices using HTML5. We present 78
performance results concluded by experiments carried out in representative set-top 79

boxes, smartphones and tablets. The current limitations to run advanced interactive 80

3D applications are also explained in the article giving rise to a system proposal to 81

overcome the detected handicaps to be able to run advanced interactive 3D applica- 82
tions using HTML5, making thin devices suitable for a wider range of applications. A 83
system architecture called 3DMaaS is detailed to provide complementary rendering 84

capabilities to these devices, adding to their own capabilities the chance to push to 85

the cloud complex 3D rendering tasks. A technical validation of 3DMaaS is done 86

emphasizing on the overcoming of the limitations detailed on the state-of-the-art. 87

2 Digital home device software platforms 88

The TV is still the main device for watching media content in the digital home. Nev- 89
ertheless in the same way that mobile phones have gone from thin to smartphones 90
and tablets, providing access to all kind of services and contents, home television is 91
evolving from a passive device for multimedia content consumption to the so called 92

“SmartTV”. Worldwide shipments of Internet-connected televisions have reached 93
25 % of total units in 2011 and it is expected that it will the 70 % by 2016.5 94

However, the Connected TV platforms are very heterogeneous and based on pro- 95
prietary approaches, where the interoperability is a problem. TVmanufacturers have 96

developed their own frameworks, providing a SDK to develop specific applications 97
and with a own marketplace. Samsung Smart TV provides a SDK to develop Flash- 98
based or JavaScript engine-based applications. These applications are located by 99

Samsung in their marketplace called Samsung Apps. Philips Net TV provides a CE- 100
HTML browser with a index page to access to the Net TV apps. Connected set-top 101

boxes are also very heterogeneous with different web browser such as Opera Mobile, 102
specific OS such as Boxee6 or burgeon Linux/Android devices7 to transform not- 103

5May 2012. IMS Research
6http://www.boxee.tv/
7http://www.raspberrypi.org/
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connected TVs into a full connected devices. Moreover, Google andApple have their104

TV solutions, Google TV8 and Apple TV9 respectively, but they are not positioned105

yet as a market leader as they do on mobile systems.106
Smartphone and tablet market penetration is going faster than Connected TVs.107

In Q3 2012, global smartphone shipments jumped to 179 million units.10 It was108

a rise of 45 % from last year beating the annual growth rate. Growth continues109

but it is slowing down as most of the developed markets come close to 80–90 %110
penetration. Meanwhile, global tablet shipments reached 20 million units in Q3111

2012.11 As tablets and smartphones get faster, allowing a quicker transfer of data,112

integrating new connectivity and interactivity paradigms along with fancy graphics,113

users have developed a habit for downloading applications. This pushes mobile114

application market to a rapid evolution shifting the business landscape and to a115
competitive environment. The research firm Gartner recently forecast that mobile116

application stores will deliver 310 billion downloads internationally in 2016 and $74117

billion in revenue.12 Akey difference of each platform is the application market, App118

Store, Android Market and Windows Phone Marketplace. Hereby, Gartner claims119
that an integrated cross-device experience will help fuel this demand.120

The Android Market is open [3], whereas others are gated. This means, Android121

foster developers to self-publish created applications into the Android Market,122

whereas Apple or Microsoft decide what gets published keeping the application123

approval right before they become available in the Marketplace.124
The different marketplaces availability responds to the change on the mobile125

phone landscape, playing their correspondent OS, such as iOS, Android, Windows126

Mobile or Research In Motion (RIM) BlackBerry OS, a prominent role in the127

applications development [22]. The market penetration of Android and iOS is128
increasing strongly and both are becoming the two major OSs to take into account.129

While on January 2011 the market share of Android and iOS was 61 % in Europe,130

on December 2012 it has raised up to 85 % thanks to the big increase of the Android131

OS. This trend is more representative in North America, where on January 2011 the132

Android and iOS mobiles represented the 61 % of the market, and two years later133
they are over the 90 % (Fig. 1).134

The Android operating system is built from a modified Linux kernel. Previous135

specific versions for tablets and smartphones, entirely designed for devices with large136

screens and thinner devices respectively, converge in the version 4 that brings to-137
gether phones and tablets easing the multi-device development and interoperability.138

The software stack contains Java applications running on a virtual machine, and139

system components are written in Java, C, C++, and XML. In order to develop140

Android applications the SDK can be integrated in different environments such as141

Eclipse.142
Apple developed the iOS for its products catalogue. The operating system is143

derived from Mac OS X and is built on top of the Darwin foundation and XNU144

8http://www.google.com/tv/
9http://www.apple.com/uk/appletv/
10Kang, T.: Global smartphone vendor market share: Q3 2012. International Data Corporation (Oct.
2012)
11Mawston, N.: Global tablet vendor market share: Q3 2012. Strategy Analytics (Oct. 2012)
12Market Trends: Mobile App Stores, Worldwide. Gartner (Sept. 2012)
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Fig. 1 Top mobile OSs in
North America from Jan 2011
to Apr 2012 (StatCounter
Global Stats)
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kernel. XNU combines the Mach 3 microkernel, elements of Berkeley Software 145

Distribution (BSD) Unix, and an object-oriented device driver API (I/O kit). iOS 146
frameworks are written in Objective-C. In order to tackle application development 147
for iOS, Apple provides a Xcode development environment and a iOS Simulator to 148

test applications. 149

To sum up, the current digital home platform ecosystem is heterogeneous, with 150

several operating systems, programming languages, and interfaces, resulting in more 151
complex software cross-platform development and testing processes. Digital home 152

devices increasingly depend on reliable software to offer a fresh user experience. 153
Hence the current trend in developing interoperable applications lays on using Web 154

technology instead of platform-specific APIs. 155

3 The web as a software platform 156

According to the wide landscape of digital home application frameworks described in 157

the previous section, developers need to carefully determine how and where to invest 158
their time and effort before tackling an application development project. Writing 159

native applications requires developers expertise and background in specialized 160
IDEs. 161

However, Smart TV, smartphone and tablet trend is to be always connected 162

to the Internet. Application developers should not ignore advantages of moving 163

from desktop computing to web-based applications [1, 20, 21]. On the one hand, 164
applications provided on the Web as services do not require installation or manual 165
upgrades, easing the software life cycle management while inherit web security and 166

privacy policies. On the other hand, in terms of monetizing an application, another 167
relevant advantage lays on the deployment and sharing of Web applications that can 168

be instantly worldwide, with no middlemen or distributors. This way the application 169
monetizing strategy do not have to obey marketplace policies enabling a free design 170

of the business model. Last but not least, the potential of the web-based applications 171
can support user collaboration over the Internet, deploying virtual spaces where 172

users interact and share application experience and data, fostering new paradigms 173
of interactivity and social networking. 174
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Developers can also benefit from web-based solutions saving time and effort.175

They can apply their knowledge of designing web applications to smartphone, tablet176

or TV application design, removing learning curve barriers. Web-centric approach177
for digital home applications enables not only rapid prototyping, but also unified178

integration with Web services. It requires access to the hardware resources of the179

digital home devices through JavaScript that always lags behind the new capabilities180

that manufacturers introduce. In order to mitigate this limitation newW3C’s HTML181
standard provides device orientation, speech recognition and geolocation manage-182

ment bridging from native features to web-centric development.183

From the viewpoint of the developers, the key for transition towards web-based184

software is the ongoing evolution of web development technologies, specifically185

HTML, CSS and JavaScript. This way, development turns more efficient to face186
interoperable and innovative mobile user experiences exploiting powerful HTML187

layout and rendering engines than native IDEs.188

Emerging standards such as HTML5 andWebGLwill play a crucial role removing189

the remaining limitations and transforming the Web into a horizontal software190
platform. They will significantly shift the perception of the web browser and web191

applications capabilities to a fully featured web-centric operating system and to a192

fully interoperable application respectively.193

W3C HTML5 standard specification13 defines the core language of the World194

Wide Web. New features and elements are introduced paying an special attention195
to improve interoperability.196

HTML5 provides many capabilities enabling developers to combine video, audio,197

3D, and 2D into one seamless application. HTML5 embraces multimedia by means198

of built-in audio and video support through <audio> and <video> tags that allow199
media files to be played without third party browser plug-in components. Moreover,200

specifically for live multimedia streaming Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP201

formats rise as the solution to provide high quality video streaming on the Internet202

thanks to enabled adaptivity. To sum up, adaptive HTTP streaming is a promising203

technology to overcome access to media consumption through home network devices204
facing the bitrate and resolution adaptation to each singular context while manage205

seamless underlying network topology. Thereby, Google Chrome, Opera, Safari206

or Firefox browsers bet on Adaptive HTTP Streaming formats including them on207

their development roadmaps. There are different proprietary implementations such208
as Microsoft Smooth Streaming, Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) or Adobe209

HTTP Dynamic Streaming. But MPEG-DASH had been accepted by ISO as an210

International Standard with the purpose to converge all the proprietary approaches211

into the standard.212

HTML5 also brings relevant features fostering new paradigms of interactivity213
and user experience. The Canvas API provides salient 2D drawing capabilities for214

interactive graphics. Moreover, HTML5 specification provides numerous additions215

and enhancements such us realtime message based, speech recognitions, device216

orientation awareness or drag&drop action to be applied to the HTML objects.217

13Html5 standard specification (May 2011) http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/
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CSS314 brings lots of possibilities that boost creativity such as transitions, opacity 218

definition and native columns. It also provides much more flexibility enabling 3D 219

effects such as zoom, pan, rotation, transformations and animations. 220
But the most relevant features that turn HTML5 into a interoperable software 221

application platform are: 222

– Offline operation. The HTML5 contains several features that address the chal- 223
lenge of building web applications that allow to operate even when an active 224
network connection is not available. 225

– Local storage. HTML5 brings a persistent cache based on local SQL database, 226
allowing data to be stored locally in the device. It also provides a filesystem API 227
in order to manage read and write actions. 228

Moreover, HTML5 development can be easily transformed in an application 229

package ready to be provided in the Android marketplace or in other App stores. 230
PhoneGap15 is an open source framework for creating mobile web applications in 231

HTML5, JavaScript and CSS3 while still taking advantage of the core features of 232
native applications in some platforms such as iOS and Android devices. 233

Applications often engage users through 3D visual interfaces. They are more 234

effective, attractive, and are considered as a key factor to add value to applications 235
improving the overall user experience. For the Web, WebGL takes the role of 236
enabling technology as a solid foundation for 3D graphics applications [15]. 237
WebGL16 is a cross-platform web standard for hardware accelerated 3D graphics 238

API developed by the Khronos Group that includes among others Mozilla, Apple, 239
Google and Opera. WebGL brings to theWeb the support to display and manipulate 240

3D graphics natively in the web browser without any plug-in components. WebGL 241
performs 3D graphics on top of the HTML5 canvas element and is accessed using 242

Document Object Model (DOM) interface. WebGL allows communication between 243

JavaScript applications and the OpenGL software libraries, which accesses the 244

graphics processor of the device. This makes possible to exploit hardware capabilities 245
to render 3D content. WebGL is based on OpenGL ES 2.0, and it uses the OpenGL 246
shading language GLSL. 247

4 HTML5 interactive 3D applications 248

4.1 Advanced 3D application requirements 249

Recently the use of 3D graphics in many industrial fields and applications such 250
as games, advertisement products interaction, serious gaming/simulation for more 251

effective training, financial andmedical data analysis, and CAD design are increasing 252

more and more. Often applied data 3D applications interfaces exploit 3D graphics 253
to support professional user productivity or represent data that could not be done 254
otherwise such as Google Earth. But 3D graphics is also used for making more 255

visually attractive interfaces. 256

14Cascading style sheets (css) standard specification (May 2011) http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS/
15Phonegap website (Jan. 2012) http://www.phonegap.com
16Webgl website (Mar. 2011) http://www.khronos.org/webgl/
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Due to the mobility of users and professionals involved in these applications, it is257

mandatory to provide access through mobile devices tracking the variety of contexts258

of the user. Facing the emerging trend in consumer technology for delivering 3D259
content to the mainstream user via digital home devices [16], new solutions must260

promote the communication between the TV and mobile devices of the digital261

home. This provides users access to 3D graphics applications through Connected262

TVs, smartphones and tablets having a great experience interacting with 3D virtual263
environments. Demand for 3D visualization is increasing in these devices as users264

expect more realistic immersive experiences. So 3D graphics combines immersion265

and interactivity fostering creativity for new envisaged applications and information266

navigation interfaces.267

Mobile games are one of the fastest growing segments of the application industry.268
Bringing together the social gaming paradigm and the internet connection capability269

of most of the digital home devices, users will embrace the online interaction trend270

from PC.271

User interfaces based on 3D graphics let users interact with virtual objects,272
environments, or information but the experience can be improved with the inclusion273

of real media sources around the user. According to [2] definition, virtual worlds274

technologies completely immerse a user inside a synthetic environment. In contrast,275

augmented reality allows the user to enjoy the real environment, with virtual objects276

superimposed upon or composited with the real world providing extra information277
or interactivity about what is around. This requires the fusion of very heterogeneous278

media sources in a concept called 3D Media [4, 23]. 3D Media is composed of279

different audio and video sources, static images and 3D objects enabling enhanced280

experiences.281
3D rendering pushes the visual boundaries and interactive experience of rich282

environments, but 3D interfaces, virtual worlds and augmented reality applications283

require high 3D graphical features. The more complex the 3D scenes are, the284

higher the hardware requirements are. Although connected TVs, set-top boxes,285

smartphones and tablets are rapidly improving their graphic capabilities thanks to286
the integration of low energy-consumptionGraphic Processing Units, the capabilities287

are below the user expectation. Users are demanding experiences they are used to288

in powerful devices such us PCs, mixed with the new characteristics that the digital289

home devices provide, such us using the camera of the smartphone for an ubiquitous290
augmented reality experience.291

4.2 Limitations of the browsers in digital home devices292

WebGL API coupled with JavaScript engines are boosting increasing capabilities of293

the web browsers making possible to develop complex computational environments294

including 3D graphics. Therefore platform-independent applications are directly295

performed through the web browser on different devices without the need to install296

additional software or plug-ins bringing the accessibility and interoperability of the297
web. However, constraints to render complex 3D environments are still present in298

digital home devices. It is necessary to define the hurdles, in terms of performance,299

that a developer will face when creating a web browser-based software for 3D300

interactive applications on top of HTML5 and WebGL. Here, we introduce not only301
the limitations around complex applications that require 3D graphics technology302
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according to a set of evaluations, but also the clues about the bottlenecks origin that 303
would enable the work to be done to remove the detected barriers. 304

We have chosen different devices that provides a wide representative landscape 305
of the current digital home platforms, in order to detect the browser capabilities and 306

limitations. On one hand, we have selected two high performance set-top boxes with 307

browsers that support HTML5 and WebGL: 308

– Innout Media Center 4Gs HD Set-top Box: Opera Mobile 12.0 browser support- 309
ing HTML5 / WebGL profile and HbbTV profile. 310

– Gigabyte GN-SB100 series: Android 2.2 OS, Opera Mobile 12.0 browser. 311

These set-top boxes support WebGL but do not have specific hardware to run it, 312
so they can not deal with it at all. However, Opera Mobile has announced17 that its 313
TV browser withWebGL runs on the recently launched Intel AtomMedia Processor 314
CE5300. Mitsubishi Electric is also working on a set-top box with a high performance 315

TV browser called Espial18 with WebGL applications support. 316

On the other hand, according to the mobile devices in the digital home, two of the 317
selected devices are Android and the other two are iOS. In order to track the market 318
trend, where the tablets have an increasing presence, the evaluations consider two 319

smartphones and two tablets: 320

– Samsung Galaxy S: GT-I900 smartphone with Android 2.2.1 firmware. 321

– Samsung Galaxy TAB: GP-P1000 tablet with Android 2.2 firmware. 322

– iPhone 4: iOS5 smartphone. 323

– iPad: iOS5 tablet. 324

Android and iOS Safari default browsers do not support WebGL yet. Neither 325
Opera Mini nor Google Chrome Beta version for Android 4 do, but all of them have 326

included it in their roadmaps. Here, for the Android devices, the Mozilla Firefox 327

4.0 browser have been employed for the tests. Firefox has WebGL support and it 328
can be installed from the Android Market. Other browsers such as Opera Mobile 329

12.0 also support WebGL for Android devices. But for the iOS devices, a specific 330

application which runs a webkit based browser called GoWebGL19 providesWebGL 331

capabilities. 332

In order to measure the frame rate achieved for each device, a simple 3D scene 333
is composed using rotating cubes. In each test the total number of 3D objects is 334
increased as well as their polygonal complexity, ranging from 1 to 80 objects and 335

from 12 to 200k polygons per object. The geometry of one single cube is loaded into 336

a vertex buffer which is drawn multiple times using a different transform matrix for 337
each cube. The performance is measured as the average time per frame sampled over 338
50 frames for each object and polygon configuration. Figure 2 shows the results of 339
these tests as the maximum number of polygons that can be rendered in interactive 340

time (15 fps) in function of the object quantity in the iPad. 341

As seen in the plot, the maximum number of polygons drops exponentially with 342
the number of 3D objects. Given that the geometry is loaded as a vertex buffer and 343

17March 2012. IP&TVWorld Forum in London
18March 2012. http://www.espial.com/company/press_item/id745
19https://github.com/gauthiier/GoWebGL
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Fig. 2 Maximum number of polygons that can be rendered in interactive time (15 fps) in function of
the object quantity in the iPad and Samsung Galaxy S

provided that the total number of polygons is maintained constant, these results can344

be explained by two reasons. On the one hand, floating point operations are very345
CPU demanding in JavaScript. Since an additional cube means an additional matrix346

rotation, the overall performance is significantly affected. On the other hand, the347

new transform matrix must be transferred to the GPU overloading the CPU-GPU348

communication bus. Although the amount of data is quite small, the bus latencies of349

these small devices can have a negative impact which means a notable bottleneck.350
From these results it can be derived that current WebGL subsystems can support351

a good performance for simple scenes composed by small amounts of objects,352

regardless of its polygonal complexity. This limitation brings an important drawback353

hindering scene-graph based rendering engines, since each object in the graph must354
be transformed recursively with respect to its parent.355

Figure 3 compares the performance of the different devices in terms of the356

maximum number of polygons that can be rendered against the number of objects357

while keeping 15 fps target frame rate. The trend is quite similar through the four358

Fig. 3 A comparative of the
maximum number of polygons
that can be rendered in
interactive time (15 fps) in
function of the object quantity
in the different devices
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devices. The iPad and iPhone have the same 3D processing behavior while increasing 359

the number of objects, being the performance of the iPad slightly better than others. 360
The Android devices achieve almost the same throughput while increasing the 361
number of objects and the responsiveness is very close to the iPad. However, the 362

capabilities drop from 40 objects, specially in the Samsung Galaxy S. 363

These results become evident the need to improve the performance of 3D applica- 364
tions over the digital home browsers. However, these measures where unachievable 365
somemonths ago, and the rapid adoption of HTML5 features on themobile browsers 366
let us think that these results are going to be improved very fast removing barriers 367
in terms of WebGL compliance. Android and iOS browser will be able in the near 368
future to run WebGL in the same way that other mobile browsers will do it (Google 369

Chrome, Opera Mini, etc.) and will be accessible from these platforms. The WebGL 370
performance itself needs to be improved by a better integration of the JavaScript 371
capabilities of the browser and the architecture of the device. However, remaining 372

throughput limits closely related to GPU potential would not disappear quickly due 373

to life battery technological constraints. 374
In terms of HTML5 and WebGL support for Connected TVs and set-top boxes, 375

different initiatives such as Espial or theOperaMobile for TV highlight the relevance 376

of these technologies on the roadmaps of the TV browser developers. 377

Anyway, according to the obtained results, and even if the capabilities of the 378

devices are going to increase rapidly, users are already demanding advanced 3D 379
applications on digital home devices. The proposed 3DMaaS System faces all the 380

previously described issues responding those who are not willing to upgrade their 381
devices as fast as the market moves. It also optimizes the development investment 382
of a new application turning it suitable for any device with video streaming support. 383
Moreover, these results establish thresholds to define 3D performance profiles to 384

support local/remote rendering distribution decisions according to the 3D scene 385

complexity. This way 3DMaaS System can mitigate local 3D processing stress of the 386

device by taking care of full or partial 3D rendering in a remote resource that is 387
real-time encoded and streamed inside a video. 388
Section 5 shows the related work on different approaches to increase the capabili- 389

ties of the devices to render 3D content and introduces the 3DMaaS System proposed 390

in Section 6, which allows to extend the capabilities of the devices pushing to the 391

cloud complex 3D rendering tasks and combining it with its hardware possibilities on 392
a hybrid system. 393

5 Related work 394

A solution based on remote rendering performed by a high processing cloud server 395
with enough network bandwidth resources can keep the target performance while 396

achieve interoperability widen the audience. The server would manage all the 3D 397

Media involved in order to render the 2D result according to the user actions. 398
Last but not least, standard mechanisms to adapt the video stream to the network 399

capacity can solve bandwidth problems. However, this solution delegates the final 400
performance to interaction latency. Different approaches driven by the described 401

solution, face digital home device’s applications to overcome the current limitations 402
in terms of 3D processing and rendering. 403
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The gaming sector is the main driver for graphics computation. Recently launched404

cloud hardware solutions, such as by Nvidia Grid product,20 brings promising cloud-405

based video streaming technology ready to deliver gaming content to consumer406
devices, including smartphones, tablets, PCs, and TVs enabling up to 36 concurrent407

HD-quality video streams with low latency from a single server using NVIDIAŠs408

GPU virtualization technology. Nvidia Grid faces GaaS boosting such as OnLive21409

or Gaikai,22 lately incorporated to Sony, to overcome scalability and performance410
issues.411

The concept of Gaming as a Service (GaaS) is presented on [13] where the412

quality of experience and the latency are key factors of success. These features413

can be dramatically enhanced when combining the computational load of the local414

machine with remote rendering by sending complex calculations to a remote server415
using proprietary approaches. Laikari et al. [9] proposes the Games@Large System416

oriented to set-top boxes on home networks and for enterprises such as hotels.417

Fechteler and Eisert [5] extends the Games@Large System with the main idea418

to calculate motion vectors directly from the 3D scene information used during419
rendering of the scene.420

Similar hybrid computation approaches also tackle visualizing 3D objects on421

other sectors. These solutions consist on sending graphical commands such us roto-422

translation parameters from the end client to the server. This way the server can423

calculate the strictly necessary data that the end client needs and stream it offering424
a progressive reconstruction of the polygons. These solutions are valid for a mere425

combination of 3D objects, but not extensible for 3D Media based applications.426

Lamberti et al. [10] proposes a remote rendering scenario for mobile devices like427

PDAs running a dedicated application called Mobile 3D Viewer. This approach is428
based on the Chromium software [8]. Marino et al. [12] presents an approach sending429

3D graphical commands in a stream from the server to the client and it is based on430

WireGL [7].431

SHARC System [18] is an approach for enabling scalable support of realtime 3D432

applications in a cloud computing environment. It is based on service virtualization433
with tools like VNC. This solution extends VNC as a video streaming platform. VNC434

and similar virtualization tools are also used on [19] and [11].435

Nadalutti et al. [14] presents a MobiX3D mobile player for access 3D content436

through mobile devices using OpenGL ES.437
Contrary to the above described solutions our approach does not require a specific438

player o application on the client side, running on a HTML5 browser to overcome439

interoperability. In Section 6 we present the 3DMaaS System which exploits the440

potential of WebGL, based on OpenGL ES 2.0, leveraging 3D processing on mobile441

devices by delegating 3D WebGL rendering to a remote server. 3DMaaS System442
enables the 3D Media content based applications by means of adaptative video443

streaming from the server side to the end device.444

20http://www.nvidia.com/object/cloud-gaming.html
21http://www.onlive.com/
22http://www.gaikai.com/
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Fig. 4 General infrastructure
of the 3DMaaS System

6 3DMaaS system design and experiments 445

6.1 Design 446

There are three main actors on the 3DMaaS System [24] (Fig. 4): MaaS Manager 447
(MM) which monitors the computational load of the resources pool and dispatchs 448
the device request to one of them to achieve a target QoS through load balancing 449

strategies; Rendering Server (RS) the remote rendering resource; and their com- 450
munication with the end devices. The features that 3DMaaS System requires are 451

really affordable for any kind of end device. Moreover, the cloud rendered stream 452
is adapted to the different codecs and parameters to represent the media content at 453
the different end devices (set-top boxes, smartphones, tablets, etc.). A block diagram 454

of the general architecture is shown in Fig. 5 and all the modules are more deeply 455

explained below. 456
RS is the core module of the 3DMaaS System. Figure 5 shows the different blocks 457

of the RS and its communication with MM and the end device: 458

– Web services with MM: MM reports end device context to the RS. 459

– Internal manager: It manages the requests and creates the streams. 460

– 3DMedia & Render: According to the real-time captured context such as object 461
user interaction it generates the rendering for the composition. 462

Fig. 5 The block diagram of MM and RS and their communication with the end device
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– Streaming server: It deals with real-time encoding and the streaming session463

with end device taking into account the context profile captured/negotiated by464

the MM: Device features (supported streaming protocols and codecs, screen465
size, etc.); Connection context (network bandwidth, etc.); and User preferences466

(objects in the composition, their size, etc.).467

– Web sockets for user real-time interaction: TCP web sockets are used for real-468

time communication. The content user interaction is translated to: changes on469
the composition (add new elements, delete them, move their position, resize470

them, etc.); modifications over an object (3D movements, texture changes, stop471

or rewind a video or audio, etc.); and adjustments of the streaming parameters472

(video resolution, bitrate, codec, etc.).473

The 3DMaaS System aims a wide range of video streaming formats in order474

to fit in very different devices. To achieve it 3DMaaS provides a complete set of475

streaming formats [25], dealing with RTSP and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over476

HTTP [6] such as HLS and MPEG-DASH. The 3DMaaS Streaming Server must477

launch a suitable pipeline according to the previously negotiated format because478
each alternative is supported depending on the browser implementation.23 Open479

Source frameworks provides the pillars to the 3DMaaS Streaming Server. Being480

more specific, Gstreamer performs RTSP server and some plugins24 25 bridge HLS481

communication, while GPAC26 and DASH-JS [17] JavaScript- and WebM-based482
DASH library for Google Chrome hold MPEG-DASH compliance. Last but not483

least, x264 tune options27 accomplish the required ultra low latency that keeps a good484

interaction latency to guarantee the quality of experience of the user.485

In terms of achieving low latency, the main solutions deployed lays on:Web socket486

for application logic communication and system awareness of user interaction; video487
codec tuning to push the streaming processing time to the minimum; multimedia488

encapsulator set up to minimize the buffering requirements; RTCP session, for those489

suitable streaming protocols, in order to perform quality of connection measures490

enabling dynamic streaming parameter settings to keep QoS.491
Concerning scalability, 3DMaaS System size is a critical factor because it must492

provide enough RS resources to satisfy the incoming demand of remote rendering493

service. To face it, 3DMaaS System has been designed to ease the rapid deployment494

of new RS instances but an automatic elastic behavior according to usage forecasts is495

out of focus.496
Regarding the end device, the capabilities required by 3DMaaS System for the497

HTML5 application of the client are really affordable for most of the common digital498

home devices. It only has to include video tag with the video streaming address499

provided by the RS and scripting capabilities to send HTTP interaction parameters.500
Their target is twofold: establish a new connection with 3DMaaS System on a initial501

negotiation through MM; and for delivery of TCP web socket requests for low-502

latency interaction once the streaming communication is running with the RS.503

23http://www.longtailvideo.com/html5/
24http://gitorious.org/ylatuya-gstreamer/gst-plugins-bad/commits/hlswip
25https://github.com/ylatuya
26http://gpac.wp.mines-telecom.fr/2012/02/01/dash-support/
27http://mewiki.project357.com/wiki/X264_Settings
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6.2 Experiments 504

The critical performance metric of remote rendering solutions is the experienced 505

latency for delivering a frame after graphics rendering update driven by user 506
interaction. Our approach based on a video streaming server for 3D interactive 507
application overcomes latency challenge. It is tackled by the hybrid solution proposal 508
combining remote rendering of background 3D objects, where latency does not 509
have a high impact on the user experience, with local browser WebGL rendering of 510
foreground 3D objects which require low latency. The application server processes 511
the user input and renders new screen frames and transmits them to the device in 512
real time. Moreover, [25] presents 3DMaaS System results for low latency streaming 513

applications achieving 27.84 ms latency score. The hybrid strategy minimizes the 514

number of objects that the browser have to render optimizing performance. For this, 515
various experiments were carried out in order to assess the efficiency of the proposed 516
architecture for visualization of 3D scenarios through digital home browsers. Users 517
interact with the 3D rendering applications running on an accelerated graphics back- 518
end for remote rendering and web browser for local rendering, allowing highly 519

interactive experiences regardless of the complexity of the scene being considered. 520

Here, a low quality connection of the end device would have a negative impact 521
on latency. To mitigate it and keep the Quality of Experience, the streaming 522

session is monitored and dynamically modified in terms of bitrate and framerate. 523
Since visualization framerate experienced at the mobile client constitutes the main 524

limitation of 3D web based applications, especially when considering complex 3D 525
scenes, framerate driven analysis tests have been designed in order to accurately 526

quantify critical parameters of our hybrid visualization system, thus providing an 527

effective measure of the performance of the proposed architecture. 528

Unfortunately, none of current available TV sets are not able to deal with 3D 529

rendering tasks. These devices cannot perform 3D WebGL applications due to lack 530
of specific hardware but can also benefit from the 3DMaaS System pushing to the 531

cloud the whole rendering scene instead of building an hybrid rendering approach. 532
Therefore, the experiments performed to define the performance thresholds on 533

hybrid scenarios have been focused on mobile devices. 534
The tests have been done over the same devices described in Section 4.2 in order 535

to measure the frame rate achieved for each device with the 3DMaaS System. But 536
in this case two superimposed HTML5 canvas have been involved. The one on the 537

front is the simple 3D scene described on Section 4.2, composed by rotating cubes. 538
The canvas in the back is a <video> tag receiving a live video stream from the remote 539

rendering server with the 3D background. 540

In order to set up the tests, the same range that defined in Section 4.2 has been 541

employed for the number of 3D objects as well as their polygonal complexity in the 542

front canvas. This way the performance combining the 3D local rendering capabilities 543
and video stream reception on the different mobile devices is compared with the 544

obtained measures on Section 4.2 with a mere local 3D rendering. 545

Figure 6 compares the frame rendering time for a number of polygons performed 546

in a Samsung Galaxy TAB including the 3D object canvas and the live video 547
stream visualization, with the measures obtained for the same 3D scene without 548
the background video stream. The aggregation of the remote rendered live video 549

stream does not have a considerable impact on the performance adding just an 550

extra constant CPU demand. This way, rendering time for advanced applications 551
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Fig. 6 A comparative of the
frame rendering time and the
number of polygons rendered
in the Samsung Galaxy TAB,
for 3D contents and added
remote rendered live video
stream to the 3D contents
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with demanding 3D capabilities are not penalized by the added video stream. The552

GPU turns into a bottleneck from 10
6 triangles for this simple 3D scene, so this553

barrier settle the complexity that can be afforded by the device GPU without554

performance drawbacks. From this point remote rendering would make possible555
complex scenarios with no GPU overhead keeping the interactivity performance of556

the application. So this approach provides the application enriched 3D rendering557

capabilities, extending the device’s hardware through remote rendering.558

Fig. 7 Set of 3D Media contents delivered through 3DMaaS
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The results obtained by the proposed architecture for hybrid remote and local 559
rendering enhance the interactive experience of 3D graphics on digital home devices, 560
proving the feasibility of interactive navigation of high complexity 3D scenes while 561
provides an interoperable solution that can be deployed over the wide device land- 562
scape. However, this approach transfers responsibilities related to synchronization 563

and OpenGL state consistency of local and remote 3D scenes to the application. 564

Figure 7 depicts different services and games from pure 3D object interaction in 565
games, for e-learning purposes, to on demand content delivery services, specifically 566

driven to e-inclusion and entertainment, which have been deployed on top of the 567

3DMaaS infrastructure comprising the system portfolio. 568

7 Conclusions 569

Digital home application is a very disruptive market overcoming the potential 570
that the Internet has and the incorporation of mobile devices together with the 571

evolution of the TV to Smart TV in the digital home. These devices increasingly 572

depend on reliable software to offer a good user experience. However, the current 573
digital home platform landscape is highly heterogeneous, with different operating 574

systems resulting in barriers to achieve cross-platform development and testing 575

processes for digital home applications. New envisaged applications could engage 576

with information and services exploiting the context. However, context awareness 577
for pervasive applications introduces new challenges for ensuring that the desired 578

user experience is achieved. The hardware and software of the devices vary so many 579

that it is difficult to achieve portability feature across platforms. Hence the current 580
trend in developing interoperable applications is to use web technology instead of 581
platform-specific APIs. 582
HTML5 and WebGL are fully aligned with this trend by providing the Web as 583

a software platform for interoperable applications. They offer device orientation, 584
geolocation management and 3D rendering, bringing from native features to web- 585
centric development. However, constraints to render interoperable complex 3D 586
environments are still present especially in digital home devices such as TVs, set-top 587

boxes, smartphones and tablets. Results described around the browser limitations 588
to render 3D scenes of these devices, become evident the need to improve the per- 589
formance of 3D applications over the digital home browsers to satisfy the prospects 590
of the users, even if the these devices are being fitted with improved low energy- 591
consumption GPUs. 592

In order to overcome this problem, the 3DMaaS approach introduced in this 593
paper, deploys remote servers performing the remote rendering of complex 3D 594

scenes and then sending the frame results to a digital home device. This video 595
streaming server approach pushes part of the graphics generation logic to the 596

cloud and, in essence, turns the end device into a thin terminal. Driven by latency 597

constraints, our approach proposes a hybrid solution combining remote rendering 598

of background 3D objects, where the latency does not have a high impact on the 599

user experience, with local browser WebGL rendering of foreground 3D objects 600
which require low latency. Synchronization and 3D scene consistence challenges 601
must be managed by the HTML5 application and the related complexity depends 602
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on its domain. Experiments show the results obtained by the proposed system for603

hybrid remote and local rendering enhance the interactive experience of 3D graphics604

on digital home devices proving the feasibility of interactive navigation of high605
complexity 3D scenes while provides a interoperable solution that can be deployed606

over the wide device landscape.607
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